SAP PowerDesigner

PowerDesigner, industry leading modeling and enterprise architecture tool helps you to visualize, understand, and manage the impact of change to your enterprise system before it happens. This end-to-end tooling software supports model-driven architecture (MDA) design with industry-standard modeling techniques, a powerful metadata repository, and unique Link and Sync technology – so you can respond to change with confidence.

- Empower data, information, and enterprise architects with a powerful modeling solution
- Capture all business requirements, design for the future, and communicate graphically
- Visualize the links between all architectural layers to understand the impact of change
- Improve collaboration between business and IT with intuitive visualization and reporting tools
- Leverage data as a strategic company asset to drive greater value and efficiency

The contents of this space are divided by subareas. You can find information about installing and administering your product. Explanation on Data Modelling and core functions are here as well. Information and Enterprise architectures are also discussed in this space, as well as some customizations and extensions.

Disclaimer: Content Accuracy is assured as much as possible. Discretion advised.

Moderators:
| Adam Schertzer | Arnaud Laurent | Anthony Hill |

WIKI Space Editor: Adam Schertzer

How to contribute:
- Staging Area for non SAP employees
- Submit content for SAP employees

SAP Community Topic Page:
- SAP PowerDesigner

SAP Community Tags:
- https://answers.sap.com/tags/0120615320800003658

MASTER WIKI "SYBASE CHANNELS":
| Sybase Channels |
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Welcome to the PowerDesigner WIKI!

- Administration
- Core
- Customization and Extensions
- Data Model
- Enterprise Architecture
- File Lists
- Information Architecture
- Installation
- SAP PowerDesigner Channel
- Troubleshooting
- Troubleshooting PD Web Portal

Help!

- SAP PowerDesigner Documentation
- WIKI Help
- Contact Moderators via contact information at top of page

Submit your content!

- Click here to submit content
- Please use Page Template for all Submissions
- (All new content to be created in Staging Area until Moderation)

Watch out!

- Click here for RSS Feeds for updated content!
- Click here to watch when content is updated
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